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Introduction  
 

On   December   6th,   2019,    Big   Boot   Stoodts    decided   to   conduct   a   playtest   on   their   most   recent  

alpha   build.   This   game   executable   included   seven   test   levels   that   demonstrated   each   of   the  

general   mechanics   for   the   game.   The   primary   user   researcher   of   the   team,    S.   Brian   Zavala ,  

worked   with   leads   to   develop   a   survey   to   generalize   critiques   from   a   numerical   viewpoint.   The  

majority   of   playtest   participants   were   attendees   of    EAE   Playday ,   where   the   public   came   to   the  

University   of   Utah   to   play   student   games.   The   report   also   analyzed   the   data   of   people   who  

downloaded   the   build   and   play   tested   it   on   there   own   computers.  
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Demographic  

 
A   total   of   45   participants   both   playtested   the   alpha   build   and   completed   the   provided  

survey.   The   statement   provided   in   the   figure   above   is   used   to   categorize   each   playtester   into  

groups   associated   with   their   video   game   experience.   Throughout   this   report   the   term   “gamer”  

will   be   used   to   refer   to   those   who   agree   (5)   or   slightly   agree   (4)   with   the   statement   of   having  

played   many   video   games,   while   the   term   “casual   gamer”   will   refer   to   those   would   not   agree   or  

disagree   with   the   intended   demographic   statement.   Approximately   71%   of   the   playtesters   would  

consider   themselves   as   “gamers”,   while   20%   of   playtesters   would   label   themselves   as   “casual  

gamers”.   Only   8.9%   of   playtesters   would   categorize   themselves   of   having   little   to   no   video   game  

experience   (for   this   report,   they   will   be   referred   to   as   “newbies”).    Big   Boot   Stoodts    is   quite  

interested   in   fans   who   would   categorize   themselves   as   “casual”   or   lower.   Throughout   this   report,  

the   established   demographic   terms   will   be   referenced   in   conjunction   with   the   data   that   these  

groups   provide.  
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Controls  

 
DEMOGRAPHIC  Everyone   Gamer  Casual  Newbie  

MEAN   AVERAGE   3.59   (4)  3.61   (4)  3.55   (4)  3.5   (4)  
 

The   majority   of   participants   (38.6%)   found   themselves   slightly   agreeing   that   the   controls  

of   the   alpha   build   were   intuitive   in   learning.   Dividing   the   demographic   into   groups   and  

calculating   there   independent   mean   averages   did   not   show   a   difference   from   the   majority  

statement.   The   opinion   in   learning   is   a   reflection   of   how   the   levels   and   user   interfacing   was  

implemented.   Either   adding   more   levels   to   slowly   introduce   developments   in   the   movement   or  

creating   a   more   in-depth   user   interface   will   possibly   mediate   the   answers   towards   agreeing   with  

the   provided   statement.   One   participant   did   mention   that   the   controls   were   “...a   little   difficult   to  

understand…”,   but   the   general   feedback   section   covering   movement   and   controls   did   not   have  

directed   concerns   or   comments   discussing   issues   mastering   the   controls   of   the   game.  
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Movement  

 
DEMOGRAPHIC  Everyone   Gamer  Casual  Newbie  

MEAN   AVERAGE   3.28   (3)  3.25   (3)  3.2   (3)  3.75   (4)  
 

Feelings   about   the   movement   were   mixed,   and   the   majority   of   participants   (40%)   aligned  

themselves   with   neither   agreeing   or   disagreeing   with   the   statement   provided   above.   Looking   at  

feedback   responses   from   all   participants   shows   an   almost   unanimous   opinion   that   the   feel   of  

jump   and   the   sensitivity   of   the   controls   needed   to   be   adjusted.   Numerous   playtesters   mentioned  

that   the   jump   felt   “too   floaty”,   and   another   mentioned   that   they   “...felt   like   they   were   on   the  

moon”.   Since   the   game   doesn’t   take   place   in   space,   the   team   should   implement   a   different  

methodology   in   programming   the   movement   in   order   to   make   aerial   movement   better   for   the  

player.   Many   players   mentioned   that   general   movement   of   the   player   character   was   “too  

sensitive”,   and   one   even   stated   that   it   was   “too   responsive”.   Overall,   these   issues   will   need   to  

be   addressed   in   order   to   polish   the   feel   of   the   game.  
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Di�erentiation   &   Readability  

 

DEMOGRAPHIC  Everyone   Gamer  Casual  Newbie  

MEAN   AVERAGE   4.31   (4)  4.32   (4)  4.33   (4)  4.25   (4)  
 

 

DEMOGRAPHIC  Everyone   Gamer  Casual  Newbie  

MEAN   AVERAGE   3.57   (4)  3.56   (4)  3.88   (4)  3   (3)  
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The   majority   of   participants   would   agree   with   being   able   to   differentiate   the   raccoons  

visually,   but   would   only   slightly   agree   with   the   communicated   idea   that   they   have   different  

abilities.   Most   feedback   provided   in   this   specific   section   of   the   survey   focused   on   the   lack   of  

interaction   from   two   other   raccoon   characters.   The   statement   “...too   many   brawn   levels…”   was  

mentioned   the   most.   

The   intuitivity   and   progress   spent   understanding   how   and   what   to   interact   with   was   not  

implemented   properly   to   assist   players.   The   opinions   of   which   UI   assets   were   “good”   or   “bad”  

were   quite   split   and   no   “unanimous”   decision   was   met.   However,   the   general   consensus  

seemed   to   deviate   towards   having   issues   knowing   who   could   or   could   not   interact   with   a   certain  

object.   The   fact   that   most   levels   (if   not   all   of   them)   had   brawn   interactions   made   this   issue  

harder   to   see   in   the   data.  
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General   Art   &   Gameplay   Feedback  

 

DEMOGRAPHIC  Everyone   Gamer  Casual  Newbie  

MEAN   AVERAGE   4.04   (4)  4.09   (4)  4.22   (4)  3.25   (3)  
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For   both   gameplay   and   art,   the   majority   of   participants   ( objective:    42.2%,    art:    45.5%)  

agreed   with   the   statements   provided   above.   No   negative   feedback   discussed   the   visual  

aesthetic   of   the   game.   The   single   participant   that   disagreed   with   the   art   statement   mentioned  

that   there   was   no   music   implemented   into   the   alpha   build.   This   could   either   be   a   bug   or   the  

playtester   was   unaware   of   the   provided   headsets   (some   investigators   were   not   instructing  

playtesters   to   use   a   headset).  

Feedback   discussing   the   gameplay   was   primarily   focused   on   readability.   Critiques   on   the  

objective   focused   on   how   some   playtesters   had   trouble   knowing   when   they   could   “escape   a  

level”.   Other   gameplay   critiques   focused   on   the   stealth   aspect   of   the   game,   specifically   in  

knowing   when   the   player   is   hidden   or   not.   Overall,   it   seems   that   the   team   needs   to   fix   the  

readability   in   order   to   mediate   issues   that   prevent   the   player   from   enjoying   the   overall   feel   of   the  

game.  

 

Summary   &   Future  
 
In   summary,    Big   Boot   Stoodts    should   rethink   how   interactions   are   communicated   to   the  

player   in   order   for   them   to   successfully   produce   heavy   amounts   of   fun   level   iterations.   Once  

interactions   and   movement   are   polished,   proper   user   interfacing   can   be   implemented   to   solve  

readability   issues   reported   in   the   alpha   playtest   report.   After   careful   analysis   of   the   data,   the  

team   seems   to   be   going   in   the   right   direction   when   it   comes   to   creating   an   entertaining   game  

since   fifteen   of   the   playtesters   provided   contact   info   to   “stay   in   the   loop”   with   the   development  

process.  
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The   Good,   The   Bad,   &   The   Ugly  
 
 

💚  The   art   and   music   is   polished   and   going   in   the   right   direction.  

💚  Stacking   and   splitting   as   a   mechanic   is   fun   for   the   player.  

💔  Jumping   is   too   floaty   and   the   movement   is   too   sensitive.  
“ The   jump   physics   really   made   it   feel   like   everything   was   taking   place  
on   the   Moon. ”  

💔  Raccoon   abilities   and   interactions   are   not   clear   for   the   player.  

💔  Some   environmental   assets   were   misleading   in   understanding   the  
gameplay.  
“ I   feel   like   ladders   should   not   be   placed   until   the   ability   to   climb   them  
was   implemented.”   

💔  A   majority   of   levels   favored   playing   as   a   single   raccoon   instead   of   using   all  
three.  
“ I   would   love   more   puzzles   that   require   use   of   the   different   raccoons  
dynamically. ”  
“ I   feel   the   game   doesn't   capitalize   on   the   stealth   factor.   The   enemies  
feel   useless   cause   I   can   leave   my   raccoon   brethren   behind   and   speed  
run   the   level.   I   didn't   see   the   point   of   the   beauty   raccoon.”  

💣  Anim   graph   logic   needs   work   for   the   stacking   raccoons.  

💣  Raccoons   have   synced   movement   even   when   split.  
 

💣  Raccoon   Interaction   UI   would   remain   even   when   the   interaction   was  
completed.  

💣  Ground   layer   issues   were   prevalent   in   almost   all   levels.  
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